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Abstract

This paper concerns multicast applications that are interested in the evolution of their membership over time. It covers optimal on-line estimation algorithms for determining the membership of a multicast group. The paper briefly reviews the related work and our own contributions to the field. Using a probabilistic acknowledgement scheme and signal processing’s filtering techniques, we have derived MSE-optimal estimators under the assumptions of Poisson subscribers arrival and either exponentially or hyperexponentially distributed lifetime of receivers. Our estimators have been tested through trace-driven simulations using data from real multicast video sessions over which they exhibit very good performance.
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1 Introduction

Since its introduction, IP multicast [6] has seen slow deployment in the Internet, as the service model and architecture do not efficiently provide many features required for a robust implementation. However, the fact remains that IP multicast is very appealing in offering scalable point-to-multipoint delivery specially in satellite communications and for large-scale multicast applications such as real-time stock quote dissemination, live sports video feeds or Internet radio and TV.

This work has been motivated by the conviction that large-scale multicast applications will be widely deployed in the future as soon as the capability becomes available. We believe that membership estimates will be an essential component of this widespread deployment as they can be very useful for scalable multicast. For instance, the membership of a session can be used for feedback suppression or for charging the sources in large-scale applications. ISPs traditionally charge their customers on an input-rate basis. An alternative pricing scheme would be to charge sources based on their audience size which is more profitable in the case of millions of subscribers. Also, estimating the size of a multicast session can be quite useful to many applications. As an example, Bolot et al. [5] use membership estimation to further estimate the proportion of congested receivers as needed for their videoconference system IVS [10].

There has been a significant research effort in devising sampling-based schemes for the estimation of the membership in multicast sessions [5, 7, 13, 14]. The feedback algorithms presented in these references are all at-least-one scenarios in the sense that the membership estimation is based on at least one acknowledgement (ACK) coming from the receivers. In these probabilistic schemes, the receivers send ACKs to the source as a reply to a specific request, either with a certain probability as in [5], or after some random time like in [7, 13, 14]. But what is common to these schemes – except the one used in [14] – is that they all assume that the size of the group does not change during the estimation process. Whenever an estimation of the population size is needed, the application re-runs the estimation algorithm without taking into account previous estimates.

Our contribution to the field relies on a novel sampling-based technique which is not an at-least-one scenario. Whenever a source is interested in knowing how many recipients are connected to the multicast session, it asks all of the connected members to send an ACK with some small probability $p^1$. Yet, $p$ needs to be chosen carefully because if it is too small, the estimation would be inaccurate. To be able to track the population size, the source should ask the receivers to repeatedly send ACKs say every $S$ seconds. Occasionally, the source re-issues this request to insure that newly arrived receivers participate in the polling. If $S$ is not too large then the population size at two consecutive estimation instants would present statistical dependence. In order to benefit from this dependence the best possible way, for instance to obtain a better estimation or to get a given quality of estimation with a smaller required volume of ACKs (i.e. decreasing $p$ or increasing $S$), we use signal processing tools such as the powerful Kalman filter or the Wiener filter to process the ACKs collected at the source.

In the following, we will overview (i) in brief, the sampling-based estimation schemes studied in the literature and (ii) our approach based on adaptive filter theory.

1It is undesirable to have all receivers reply, specially in case of large populations, as the ACKs could overload the network. This undesirable event is called feedback implosion.
2 Related work

In the previous section, we briefly introduced the different feedback mechanisms proposed in the literature. We will now review each technique separately, following their chronological conception.

The feedback mechanism proposed by Bolot et al. in [5] (called BTW mechanism) consists of a series of probabilistic polling rounds, each with a higher reply probability than in the previous one, until feedback is obtained. Each round begins when the sender multicasts a polling request in which the reply probability  in the receiving group. When the timer times out, the sender initiates a new round with a higher probability. The polling rounds keep going until a reply has been received, or the round in which the reply probability is 1 has been reached, in which case any receiver will send a response. This ends the ongoing series of rounds. The authors of [5] map experimentally the number of receivers  to the average round  in which the first reply is received as follows:

\[ N \sim e^{16.25 - E[\text{First}]/1.4} = \hat{N}_{BTW}. \]  

Even though, this mechanism is scalable and avoids feedback implosion (unless  is an order of magnitude greater than ), the estimator deriving from (1) does not fully render the variations in the membership.

In [14, 15], Nonnenmacher and Biersack deeply analyze timer-based schemes for multicast feedback. They evaluate the performance of this family of mechanisms, their main concern being the scalability to groups as large as receivers. The feedback implosion problem is handled at the receivers: each participant multicasts his response unless he receives one from another participant, in which case he will suppress his own feedback. The timer-based feedback proposed by Nonnenmacher and Biersack (called NB mechanism) is round-based and works as follows. Based on an estimation of , the number of receivers, the sender computes and , the parameters of a truncated exponential distribution (each timer coming from this distribution is in the interval ). At the beginning of each round , the source multicasts a request for feedback (, , ). The receivers set their timers accordingly and send a feedback message when the timer times out, unless it is suppressed by another message. On the receipt of the feedback messages, the sender estimates using the timer settings of all of the receivers that returned feedback, which triggers the computation of and for the subsequent round. To express the estimator of , let \( F(z) \) be the distribution of the truncated exponential timer \( z \), \( c \) be the constant delay between receivers and between any receiver and the sender, \( m \) be the minimal timer among the feedback returned and \( Y \) be the amount of feedback returned. It is therefore shown [14] that

\[ F(z) = \frac{e^{\lambda z/T} - 1}{e^\lambda - 1}, \]
\[ \hat{N}_n = \frac{Y[1 - F(m)]}{F(m + c) - F(m)} = Y\frac{e^{\lambda(1-m/T)} - 1}{e^{\lambda z/T} - 1}, \]
\[ \hat{N}_{n,\alpha} = \left\{ \begin{array}{ll} 1, & n = 1, \\ \alpha\hat{N}_{n-1,\alpha} + (1 - \alpha)\hat{N}_n, & n > 1. \end{array} \right. \]  

The exponential weighted moving average method was introduced in [5, 14] which have point estimators and further add some contributions to each. The reproductions of their main results is beyond the scope of this paper, the interested reader is therefore strongly advised to refer to [7] for full informations or to [1, page 68] for a summary.

Another timer-based feedback scheme is proposed in [13] in which receivers send their randomly delayed reply only to the source which in turn initiates a new round of replies. Each request for replies sent by the source would reset the timers at the receivers. Two versions of the mechanism are proposed depending on whether the estimation is based on the first arrival solely or on all the received responses. The latter version improves the accuracy of the estimator, but in both versions, there is a risk of a feedback implosion. In each version, a maximum likelihood estimator is derived and multiple polling rounds are necessary to return a single estimate. The paper focused on the quality of the estimator rather than on the dynamic nature of multicast sessions.

To conclude this section on related works, we would like to briefly discuss a paper “On the scaling of feedback algorithms for very large multicast groups” [8]. This paper does not deal with the estimation of the membership itself, but rather on its impact on three feedback algorithms, which all are at-least-one scenarios. It is concluded that the possible estimations of the group size might be a source for disturbances and that the exponential feedback raise algorithm is the algorithm of choice for very large groups.
3 Motivation

In order to fully reproduce the evolution of the multicast membership, we aim at developing a moving average estimator like the one in (2). That estimator was shown to be biased [7], while what we are actually looking for is an unbiased estimator that would take advantage of previous estimates in an optimal way.

In [4], we have proposed a mechanism in which the receivers probabilistically send “heartbeats” to the sender in a periodic way. The feedback implosion problem is addressed via a convenient choice of the reply (or ACK) probability p. The ACK interval S between two consecutive polling instants has to be larger than the largest round-trip time between a receiver and the source. Inter-hosts delays are not required to be homogeneous because the ACK interval S is large enough in order to have all of the ACKs produced in a round reach the source before the (automatic) start of the next round. It is explained in [3] how the interval S and the probability p can be set so as to achieve high quality estimation while simultaneously avoiding feedback implosion.

A simple approach to process the amount of ACKs Yn received in a round n consists of using an exponential weighted moving average (EWMA) like the one used in (2). We can write

$$\hat{N}_n = \alpha \hat{N}_{n-1} + (1-\alpha)Y_n/p.$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

In steady-state, we have $E[\hat{N}_n] = E[Y_n]/p = E[N_n]$. The estimator $\hat{N}_n$ is then unbiased. But the problem lies in the choice of the parameter $\alpha$. Highly dynamic sessions would require a relatively low $\alpha$, whereas tracking slowly varying populations requires that $\alpha$ be close to 1. The correct approach is to compute the optimal $\alpha$ that minimizes the estimation error. Notice that (3) is an autoregressive equation of the form $\hat{N}_n = A\hat{N}_{n-1} + BY_n$. One might wonder if this form is the best one or not. Instead of computing the optimal $\alpha$ for this particular form, we have relied on adaptive filter theory to construct the best estimator.

**Remark 3.1** Throughout this paper, it is assumed that neither the requests for ACKs sent by the source, nor the ACKs sent by the receivers, are lost. The loss of polling requests has a smaller impact on the membership estimation mechanism as the source can repeatedly send them or send a group of them whenever the parameters $S$ and/or $p$ are to be changed. As for the loss of ACKs, it is possible to incorporate the loss probability in our feedback mechanism. Let $p_L$ denote the probability that an ACK is lost before it reaches the source. It suffices then to require an ACK probability of $p/(1-p_L)$ in order to have, over the session duration, an average of $pE[N]$ ACKs received per round. This is equivalent to requiring an ACK probability of $p$ in a safe environment (i.e. no losses).

4 Optimal estimation

In [4], we have derived the MSE-optimal estimator using a Kalman filter. We have used some simplifying assumptions that allowed us to obtain a good estimation scheme, which, even if not always the optimal, shows good performance. To that end we have considered an exponential distribution for the time during which a receiver stays in the multicast session (referred to as “lifetime” or even “on-time”) and made a large group size assumption. This allowed us to obtain a diffusion approximation for the population dynamics. Sampling this process at some regular time intervals yields a discrete-time linear stochastic difference equation for the population dynamics. We have further derived a linear discrete-time equation for the measurements. The fact that both the population dynamics and the measurements in our approximations are linear, have allowed us to use the Kalman filtering theory to design a simple dynamic estimation procedure which is optimal for the heavy traffic model (in minimizing the second moment of the error). This scheme thus makes the best use of previous estimates in order to update the current estimation optimally.

Letting $T_i$ and $D_i$ be the join time and the leave time, respectively, of the $i$th participant to a multicast group, the number of participants (or session size) at time $t \geq 0$, $\tilde{N}(t)$, is simply

$$\tilde{N}(t) = \sum_{i=1}^{\tilde{N}(0)} 1\{D_i^{(r)} > 0\} + \sum_{i=1}^{\infty} 1\{T_i \leq t < T_i + D_i\}$$

where $\{D_i^{(r)}, i = 1, 2, \ldots, \tilde{N}(0)\}$ are the remaining on-times at $t = 0$ of participants, if any, which have joined the session before $t = 0$ and who are still connected at time $t = 0$, and $1\{E\}$ is the indicator function of the event $E$. In this paper, we work only with the stationary version of the process $\{\tilde{N}(t), t \geq 0\}$, denoted by $\{N(t), t \geq 0\}$.

The times $t = nS, n = 1, 2, \ldots$, will denote the end of each round, so that at time $nS$, the source possesses all of the ACKs sent to it by participants in the $n$th round. Throughout, $p$ and $S$ are held fixed. Given this scheme, our objective is to devise an algorithm for estimating the session size at times $t = nS$ for $n = 1, 2, \ldots$.

Primarily for mathematical tractability, we have assumed in [4] that the arrival process is Poisson with rate $\lambda T > 0$ and that on-times form a renewal sequence with common exponential distribution with finite mean $1/\mu$, further independent of the arrival process, so that the process $\{N(t), t \geq 0\}$ is simply the occupation process in a $M/M/\infty$ queueing system with arrival rate $\lambda T$ and mean service time $1/\mu$ [12]. We have investigated in [4] the $M/M/\infty$ queue in heavy traffic, meaning that $T \to \infty$. Since $N_T(t) \to \infty$ a.s. as $T \to \infty$, we have introduced the normalized process $\{Z_T(t), t \geq 0\}$ defined by

$$Z_T(t) = \frac{N_T(t) - \lambda T / \mu}{\sqrt{T}}, \hspace{1cm} t \geq 0,$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)
which converges to the Ornstein–Uhlenbeck process \( \{X(t), t \geq 0\} \) as \( T \to \infty \) (see [16, Theorem 6.14, page 155])

\[
X(t) = e^{-\mu t} X(0) + \sqrt{2\lambda} \int_0^t e^{-\mu(t-u)} \, dB(u),
\]

where \( \{B(t), t \geq 0\} \) is the standard Brownian motion.

We know from [11, page 358] that \( X(t) \) is an ergodic Markov process and its invariant distribution is a normal distribution with mean zero and variance \( \rho = \lambda / \mu \). Let \( \gamma = \exp(-\mu S) \). It is seen in [4] that \( X(t) \) satisfies the following equation

\[
X((n+1)S) = \gamma X(nS) + w_n, \quad n = 0, 1, \ldots \quad (5)
\]

where \( w_n := \sqrt{2\lambda} \int_{nS}^{(n+1)S} e^{-\mu((n+1)S-u)} \, dB(u) \) is a zero mean Gaussian noise with variance \( Q = \rho (1 - \gamma^2) \).

At the other hand, denote by \( Y_n \) the number of ACKs received in round \( n \) and introduce the normalized process

\[
M_T(nS) = \frac{Y_n - p\rho T}{\sqrt{T}}, \quad n = 0, 1, \ldots \quad (6)
\]

which, with the help of (4), can be rewritten as

\[
M_T(nS) = pZ_T(nS) + \frac{Y_n - N_T(nS)p}{\sqrt{T}}.
\]

We have shown in [4] that \( M_T(nS) \) converges weakly as \( T \to \infty \) to a random variable \( m(nS) \) such that

\[
m(nS) = pX(nS) + v_n, \quad n = 0, 1, \ldots \quad (7)
\]

where \( v_n \) is a zero mean Gaussian noise with variance \( R := \rho p (1 - p) \). A detailed proof is available in [1, Ch. 2, page 76].

Equations (5) and (7) represent the equations of a discrete time linear filter, for which we can compute the optimal estimator. Let \( \hat{X}_n \) be an estimator of \( X(nS) \). The estimator that minimizes the mean square of the estimation error is given by the following Kalman filter (see e.g. [18, page 347]), which, in its stationary version, has the following structure:

\[
P = \left( (\gamma^2 P + Q)^{-1} + p^2 / R \right)^{-1}
\]

\[
K = \frac{p}{\gamma R}
\]

\[
\hat{X}_n = \gamma \hat{X}_{n-1} + K \left[ m(nS) - p\gamma \hat{X}_{n-1} \right] \quad (8)
\]

where the constants \( R \) and \( Q \) have been defined earlier in the section, \( P \) gives the steady-state variance of the estimation error and \( K \) is the filter gain. The latter can be expressed in terms of \( p \) and \( \gamma = \exp(-\mu S) \) as follows:

\[
K = \frac{-(1 - \gamma^2) + \sqrt{(1 - \gamma^2)(1 - \gamma^2(1 - 2p)^2)}}{2\gamma^2 p(1 - p)}.
\]

We now return to our original estimation problem, namely, the derivation of an estimate — called \( \hat{N}_n \) — for the number of participants \( N_T(nS) \) at time \( nS \). Motivated by (4), we define \( \hat{N}_n \) as follows:

\[
\hat{N}_n = \hat{X}_n \sqrt{T} + \rho T.
\]

In other words (use (6) and (8)), we have the following estimate for \( N_T(nS) \)

\[
\hat{N}_n = \gamma (1 - Kp) \hat{N}_{n-1} + KY_n + \rho T (1 - \gamma) (1 - Kp), \quad (9)
\]

which is unbiased \(^2\) (see [4]) in the sense that

\[
E \left[ \hat{N}_n - N_T(nS) \right] = 0.
\]

### Alternative approach

In [2], we have derived the same estimator, given in (9), but under slightly more general assumptions. Indeed, we have used Wiener filter theory to derive the optimal estimator. The dynamics are no longer required to be linear as in the case of the Kalman filter, allowing us to remove the heavy traffic assumption made earlier. The intensity of the arrival process is now \( \lambda \) instead of \( \lambda T \). In [2], we have introduced centered version of all processes at hand, namely, the membership process \( \{N(nS)\} \) and the measurement process \( \{Y_n\} \) to be able to use the Wiener filter. We have used the prewhitening approach [9, page 81] to compute the transfer function of the optimal filter which takes as input the centered measurement process \( \{y_n\} \) (\( y_n := Y_n - pp \)) and gives as output the estimation \( \{\nu_n\} \) of the centered membership process \( \{\nu_n\} \) (\( \nu_n := N(nS) - \rho \)). The membership estimator is then defined as \( \hat{N}_n = \nu_n + p \), which is exactly the one in (9). Observe that the Wiener filter approach can be used when the on-time distribution is general ergodic, but an explicit formulation of the transfer function is possible only for the case when on-times are exponentially distributed.

In a second attempt to generalize the model, we have developed in [2] an efficient estimator under the assumptions of Poisson arrivals and hyperexponentially distributed on-times. We have relied on the "Least Mean Squares" algorithm to derive the first-order linear filter, which is optimal among the class of all first-order linear filters, unlike the Wiener filter which is the optimal (first-order) linear filter among the class of all linear filters, and unlike the Kalman filter which is, under normality assumptions, optimal among all measurable filters and not only among all linear filters based on a set of observations [17, 18].

All the estimators that we have derived have been tested through trace-driven simulations using both synthetic and real traces that do not verify the assumptions under which the estimators were derived. The reader is referred to [1, Ch. 2] for all simulations results and analysis.

Observe that to be able to use the estimators in practice, one should know, or otherwise estimate, the arrival intensity \( \lambda \) and the expected membership \( \rho \). Using very simple

\(^2\)The estimator would be asymptotically unbiased if we have not considered the stationary process \( \{N_T(t), t \geq 0\} \).
estimators for the latter parameters (detailed in [3]), we apply equation (9) to estimate the membership of a multicast video session. The performance of the estimator can visually be observed in Figure 1 in which three curves are plotted: (i) the membership in the original video trace, (ii) the membership estimation for the case where the parameters are known beforehand, (iii) the membership estimation for the case where estimators for $\lambda$ and $\rho$ are used. We have represented only a subset of the data which corresponds to the first five hours, since the beginning of the session is the most challenging for our algorithm. As expected, when the parameters $\rho$ and $\lambda$ are unknown, the estimator $\hat{N}_n$ does not behave as well as when the parameters are known beforehand. Still, its performance is reasonably fair as can be seen in Figure 1.

5 Conclusion

This paper reviews the multiple probabilistic techniques found in the literature that enables the estimation of the membership in multicast sessions, whether this estimation is meant to be for a static or dynamic session. After a brief overview of the related work, we have presented our contributions to the field which make use of robust filtering techniques, such as the Kalman filter and the Wiener filter.
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